Histogenesis study of skin in sheep
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Abstract: Aim of this research is based on the study of face's skin in ((ghezel)) sheep. This study done on 100 sheep embryos. Mentioned embryos were sampled accidentally from Tabriz mechanized slaughter's house. Length of the collected embryo's were measured by X=2.1(Y+17) formula. Collected embryos were in the age of 40 to 130 days. After fixation of embryos in 10% formalin, samples from face (including single hair follicle's and sensitive hair follicles) gathered. After providing the histological samples and using hematoxilin-eosin coloring method, samples studied. In the first levels of developing the skin, epidermis layer was provided from a layer a basal (quiboidal cells) and covered by a layer of squamus cells called periderm. In the 8th week of pregnancy, interstitial layer was created because of germinal layer's proliferation and in the 14th week of pregnancy the interstitial layer changed to a layer of spinosal cells. In the last one-third of the pregnancy form of the skin changed to keratinized. Appearing the hair follicles, fat glands and sweat glands started in 9th week. Fat and sweat glands disconnected from hair follicle and simultaneously, myoepithelial cells appeared with sweat glands. Against all of the mammals that hair follicle grows by beveled angle, in sheep we are faced with perpendicular form of hair growth, in conclusion it's clear that the 13th week of ewe's embryo's life is a sensitive period for appearing skin structures. While melanocytes, myoepithelial cells, fat and sweat glands appear in this week. From results of this research, it’s clear that the development pattern of ewe's embryo's skin is in accordance with human embryo.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Skin is the heaviest organ of body by having 16% of its weight. Skin is made of epidermis which have a layer of epithelial cells that originate from ectoderm and derm and a layer of connective tissue that originates from mesoderm. Under skin, hypoderm or under skin tissue is located and its made of loose connective tissue, also a group of cells called fat-paniklus can be included in this layer. In fact, hypoderm is not accounted as a part of skin, never and less it connects the skin as a layer of loose connective tissue to the layers of under it, also this layer is in accordance with superficial fascia in anatomy.(6). At all, in developed skin, derm makes the thickest part, and hair follicle, sweat and fat glands are located on the deep part of the derma. Animal’s skin has to origins:

1: superficial layer for epidermis which is the improved form of superficial ectoderm.
2: deeper layer or derma which is provided from the develop of sub mesanshim layer. Some usual parts of skin like hair follicle and sweat gland (apocrine in domestic animals) are placed in this area (5). In embryo's first growth levels, epiderm is covered with a single layer of epithelium and later they become a layer of periderm cells. (10.15). Derma is derivative of mesoderm and embryo's dermatomes. (12). In view of embryoology, hair, hoof, and horn (ruminants) are derivative of ectoderm layer (12). Hair follicles have differences according to the sex and weight of animal. (14) On the other hand, thickness of skin in sheep not only results from breed but also results from age, sex and weights. (11)

Figure 1: Some of the collected embryos for sampling

2. Method:

Statistical community in this research contains pregnant ewes from Ghezel's breed, which are killed in Tabriz mechanized slaughtery. Samples include 100 male embryos which are disconnected from the uterus of pregnant ewes (Figure1). Sampling was completely random. After sampling age of the embryos measured,
with this formula \( X=2.1(Y+17) \) in this formula “\( Y \)” means the length of embryo's body from head to butt (CRL). After determination of embryo's age, they placed in 10% formalin. Ages of the collected embryos were between 40 to 130 days. According to the 150 days of pregnancy period in ewes, samples categorized in 11 classes in 7, 8, and 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 weeks and forth month and fifth month. Sampling get done from the face area (Figure 2).

After making a histological sections and coloring them by hematoxilin-eosin coloring method, samples were surveyed with light microscope.

Figure 2: Sampling from face area of embryo’s face

3. Results:

Structure of skin in 7th week of pregnancy:

A layer made of thin layer with two cell layers called germinal and periderm, which is placed on the cuboidal cells of germinal cells in a squamus shape and taut way and connective mesanshimal layer with mesanshimal cells, were visible in the beneath layer (Figure 3).

Structure of skin in 8th week of pregnancy:

Germinal layer's cells were more visible. Because of the high mitosis activity, cells of this layer were compressed from side parts and were changed to small column from.

Superficial layer of cells was made of squamus periderm cells. Germinal layer was smooth and connected accepting high dose of dose of colors in most of germinal cell's cytoplasm in comparison by other cells, originates to the high mitosis activity in these cells. In the connective tissue under the germinal layer, cells of smooth muscles with taut nucleuses, euchromatic and little nucleus, and eosin filled cytoplasm were appeared.

Structure of skin in the 9th week of pregnancy:

Because of mitosis divides, cells of germinal layer made some places in connective mesanshimal tissue which makes epidermic crest. Nearly 5 rows of cells, made the middle layer of squamus cells.

Structure of skin in 10th week of pregnancy:

Epidermic crests were seen more than before with more distribution in the study of epiderm crest cells, two groups of cells called peripheral and central were seen. Interstitial layer and periderm cells were like before. Capillaries were between epiderm crest cells. (Figure 5)

Structure of skin in 11th & 12th weeks of pregnancy:

Circumstance of epidermis germinal layer and interstitial layer and epidermis crests were like 10th week but blood vessels and smooth muscle cells placed in mesanshimal connective tissue showed a great increase.

Structure of skin in 13th week of pregnancy:

This week, melanocyte cells were clearly noticeable between germinal layer cells. These cells were placed in the distal part of primary hair follicles.

In primary hair follicles, for the first time fat glands with clear cytoplasm and u-chromatic nucleus and circle form appeared. In the distal part of primary hair follicle, sweat gland, simple columnar cells and myoepithelial cells appeared(Figures 6, 7).

Structure of skin in 14th week of pregnancy:

Interstitial layer cells slowly changed their form to spinosal layer and spinosal layer is easy to notice this week. Cells of hair follicle developed and a cuticle layer with hair follicle is provided.

Structure of skin in 15th week of pregnancy:

Melanocyte cells are distributed between germinal cells in a way that melanin granules are completely conspicuous between first layers of spinosal cells. This week sensitive hair follicles can be easily found in the reticular part of derm. Sensitive hair follicles can be easily found in the reticular part of derm. Sensitive hair follicle blood sinus was visible between popilary layer, reticular and dermis sheath.

Structure of skin in the 16th, 17th, and 18th weeks of pregnancy:

In all of these periods, all parts of the skin appeared and had a complete growth. In these periods granolasal cells become visible on spinosal layer. Fat glands improved highly, sweet glands were near hair follicles. Beside of fat glands, arrectore pili muscle was visible (Figure 9).

Structure of skins in 19th, 20th weeks of pregnancy:

Epidermis has the same condition as last weeks. Fat glands were near the hair follicles more than before. and sweat glands by comparison with weeks before were in their highest number. This week arrector pili muscle's cells near the sensitive hair follicle was remarkable, and they had lead to the reticular part of dermic sheath of derm. Accumulation of melanocytes in the cortex of hair follicle was noticeable; also all tissue layers of hair follicle were visible (Figure 10).

Schedule below shows the appearance time of embryo's skins tissue structures.
Figure 3: Section of embryo's skin tissue in week 7
Primary formation of peridem layer and appearance of connective tissue in derma. (hematoxilin – eosin coloring method) (Magnification * 40)

Figure 4: Section of embryo's skin tissue in week 9
Making up of the germinal cells accumulation and penetration to the tissue of mesanshimal derm (hematoxilin – eosin coloring method) (Magnification*40)

Figure 5: Section of embryo's skin tissue in week 10
Penetration of epiderm layer into the mesanshimal derm tissue and appearance of primary follicles growth plate. (hematoxilin -eosin coloring method) (Magnification*40)

Figure 6: Section of embryo's skin tissue in week 13
Appearance of melanocytes in germinal layer and making up fat glands near the primary hair follicle growth plate (hematoxilin -eosin coloring method) (Magnification*40)
4. Discussion and Conclusion:

By studying the results and comparing them with other related resources of this topic, leads us to a deduction that epidermis of the skin is made of a single layer of fetus layers and by developing, it changed its form from simple squamus to non-keratinized stratified squamus and at the end, from week 13 to end it changes to keratinized stratifies squamus layer.

In other researches it's written that firstly epidermis of embryo is covered with a single layer of ectoderm and continuously by cells dividing, a layer of epidermis appears on it.

At the beginning of second month, by division of germinal layer some classes of interstitial cells appears between two layers and at the last one-third of pregnancy, keratinized layer of epidermis appears.(12,15,16,17)

In the researches of “Maku”ian male fetus, it's seen that, in the second month of pregnancy epidermis is just made of a single layer of cubical cells and later at the third month of growing the fetus, epidermol changes to stratified squamus form (18)

Germinal layer of skin changes a lot during growth period of embryo. In a way that, this layer seen with high density of cells and mitosis divides, and it results in appearing epidermic crests. These crests are the sources of hair follicles, fat and sweat glands.

Researchers showed that hair’s sprout showed itself as an accumulation of epidermis cells which penetrated to the derm beneath.(15,16,17)
After all, after making hair crest from hair sprout, some structures like fat glands develop (15, 17)

In the growth period, epidermis cells which make hair root are the same cells as germinal layer which continuously spreads and develops to other kind of cells (8). Fat glands and sweat glands of the skin are like a branch that originates from epidermis hair sprout (4).

Because primary hair follicle, sweat and fat glands have the same appearance time in the 13th week of pregnancy, it’s clear that they have close relation and same source from the view of embryology.

In researches on cow’s fetus, it’s seen that by growing, number of epidermis cells and the growth of hair follicles, sweat and fat glands and, arrectore pili muscle starts at 102, 139, 142, 158 days (13).

In the other research it’s mentioned that secondary sprout which is the first accumulation of sweat glands appears near the primary hair follicles on the fat glands. (10)

The research which was on “Maku”ian sheep breed, showed that fat glands originate from hair follicles near apocrine sweat glands. (18) This found is in accordance with “Schumer” study and possibly because of this research duct of this glands stay connected with hair follicle. (16)

Smooth muscle cells which have the duty of evacuating fat glands, are related to the development of fat glands and have the same timing, in a way that in the 6th week of pregnancy between accumulation of mesanshimal cells under epidermis crest we are faced with the developing of mesanshimal cells to muscle cells. And in the 11th and 12th week, number of smooth muscle cells, showed a great increase and this increase was in accordance with developing and growing of epidermis crest to fat cells.

Reasearches showed that by proliferation and changing epidermic crest in the back part of primary hair follicle, two kinds of cellular accumulation appears that first one is little and contains arrectore pili muscle cells, and the other one is the accumulation of fat glands. (10)

Smooth muscle cells which originated from mesanshim are usually connected to the sheath of fat glands and they are called as arrectore pili muscle. (15)

Myoepithelial cells which have the related duty with fat cells simultaneously appear with sweat glands in the same week. As prediction, melanocytes appear between germinal layer’s cells. (Week 13) and Modula of hair follicle.

Melanocyte is a special cell which is seen under or between germainal layers or in the hair follicle, (8, 5) in a way that melanopher granules appear in the 3th month of pregnancy. (9)

After appearing Spinosal layer in 14th week, granolosa layer is the last class of epidermis layer which is seen in the developing growth of epidermis in 16th week.

Distribution pattern and capillary growth, spread to under epidermic crest by embryo’s growth, in a way that capillaries spread to this area by developing of hair follicles, fat and sweat glands. Growth and spread of capillaries in 15th week make sensitive hair follicle blood sinuses. Studies showed that development of sensitive hair follicle happens in fetal period and it’s similar to the development of primary follicle. (10, 12)

At all, 13th and 14th week of the fetus life have high sensitivity in skin’s histogenesis and appearing most of its structures. In a way that primary hair follicle, fat and sweat glands, melanocytes, spinosal layer, keratinized layer, arrectore pili muscle, myoepithelial cells appear in those weeks. The best structure which is made on skin is sensitive hair follicle that appears in 15th week of fetal period.
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